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falsificando se in altrui forma

-Dante, Inferno

10.1 Introduction

Passing oneself off either as a different individual or as a nlenlber of a

group to which one does not belong is a COllllnon deceptive strategy.

Adopting the tenn used in biology, 1 will call it deceptive rnimiC7y.l Mim-
icry is employed in order to achieve aggressive or defensive goals. 1vlost

species, viruses and plants included, are either victims of it, perpetrators,

or both. Humans are second to none. Unlike other organisIDs} they can

1. In common parlance, the terms mimiC1Yor mimicking cover a wider range of

behaviors than that covered by the notion of mimicry employed here. In biology it-

self (including in other chapters of this volume) the term is used as synonymous
with imitation. Mimicking can also refer to a way of ente1taining (e.g., cross-dressing,

masking for fun, acting); in this case the receiver knows she is watching an act of

mimicry, or her ignorance is inconsequential. It can also consist of inzprovingour inz-

ageby adopting the style, looks, or mannerisms of people we admire (as when people
name their children after heroes or celebrities) an act that is not meant to cause

identity confusion). MimiClY can take the form of blending in by adapting to local

conventions (e.g., switching from British to American spelling and terminology

when in the United States; wearing a tie or a skirt where everyone else is wearing one
to avoid attracting attention; joining in activities one normally finds disagreeable

during field or missionalY work). Mimicry can also of course be a form of insanity

(the classic "I am Napoleon"). Or a subconscious by-product of learning something
else; while we learn} say, a language, we also absorb ancillary features such as accent

or pitch (a phenomenon that generates, for instance, local conformities, not just of

accent, but of voice pitch or handwriting). For another variety of nondeceptive
mimicry studied by biologists, see note 4.
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play the galne intentionally and strategically rather than through natural
selection. They do not just play it with other species as most other animals

do, but against each other. And the vast range of signs on which humans
can rely to identify thelnselves as individuals or as group melnbers, and

thereby translnit reputational information efficiently, gives theln equally

vast opportunities for milnetic manipulations. The study of milnicry is cru-

cial for answering a fundalnental question in the social sciences: How can
human communication remain viable in spite of the ever-present threat of

deception?

Nli1nicry abounds in the gray area of everyday acts by which people work

their way into obtaining small prerogatives or avoiding petty nuisances.

Everyone I tell about 111Yproject volunteers some personal episode. A dis-

tinguished Inel1lber of the Colulnbia University faculty admitted passing
himself off as a lnedical doctor in order to jump restaurant lines. A friend
who worked for the British civil service and was barred from engaging

in public controversies concerning his responsibilities wrote letters to the
Tirnesunder an assmned name when the policies he advocated calne under
attack. Youths regularly try to pass as being over 18 to buy alcohol, ciga-

rettes, adult magazines, or go to war, while older people try to pass as

younger to qualify for student discounts.
There are of course far less venial episodes of l1limicry. For instance, cir-

cumventing nOr111Sof fairness based on category is a COml1l0n practice. A

notorious exalnple is the man who as the Titanic was sinking dressed up as

a WOlnan to get on a lifeboat; healthy people pose as disabled to qualify for
benefits, to avoid niilitary service, or to occupy parking spaces for the

handicapped.
Crilninals pass themselves off as someone else both to avoid detection

and to trap their victi111S,and not a day goes by without a case of l1limicry
in the news. Consider a casual selection from New York City over 2 lnonths

of 1996. In November, local television channels broadcast two warnings,

one concerned a phony Santa Claus expected to descend on midtown

Nfanhattan during the Christmas period to beg for donations on behalf
of nonexistent charities; the other concerned thieves ilnpersonating Con

Edison (the electric power company) enlployees in order to gain access to

people's hOlnes. Viewers were encouraged to ask for proof of their affilia-
tion. In December, in Queens, five men wearing caps and windbreakers

bearing the initials DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) broke into a house
searching for drugs. They roughed up the residents until a neighbor called

the real police. In the same Inonth two lnen rang the doorbell of an apart-

ment on the upper West Side claiming to be from United Parcel Service
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(UPS); one of thenl was wearing the UPS unifonn. They shot and killed one
man and wounded another in a robbery attelnpt. They must have heeded

the warning given to television viewers and switched to impersonate UPS
rather than Con Edison elnployees.

Defensive rather than predatory mimicry is also popular. There are

many recorded cases of blacks passing as whites, Jews as Christian Poles,
women as men, and gays as straight to avoid discrinlination or persecution;

and of Nazis passing as Jews to avoid arrest, straight Inen passing as gays
to avoid conscription, and Inen passing as women to avoid detection.

(In 1943 my father fled from German-occupied Turin arm-in-arm with his
elder brother, wearing makeup and my mother's clothes.) If we include

counterfeited goods and Internet-based conlmerce and cOlnnlunications,
the list of mimicry episodes becomes endless.

Here I give some indications of how we Inight study this phenonlenon.

It is a programnlatic essay without a punch line. Given the scope of this
book and the scant scholarly attention devoted to InimiCIY, I chose to pro-

vide a broad-brush introduction to the concept, rather than analyze any

particular example. First, I deal with the basic concepts and th~ory needed
to understand how deceptive miInicry works. This part draws heavily on
Bacharach and Gambetta (2001). I then discuss the links between InimiCIY

and imitation. Finally, I desCIibe SOlne mi111iCIYsyste111Sby way of exam-

ples, drawing on work in progress. My aim is no greater than to scratch the

surface of the phenomenon and put it on the scholarly agenda.

10.2 Definition

In biology, the standard mi111iCIYcase has two phases. First, there emerges
a Inutant of SOlne k-possessing type of organism that bears a clearly per-

ceivable sign, m. k is any unobservable quality of the mutant, for example

toxicity, and trl is, say, a bright nlarking or distinctive odor. If a predator of
that mutant learns to associate k with m and refrains frOln attacking it

when perceiving m, this gives the mutant a selective advantage over other k

possessors without m. This mutant is called a model. The discerning preda-
tor also has an advantage over a predator that does not perceive m or asso-
ciate it with k.

In a second phase, there e111ergesa mutant without the k property (say,
nontoxic) but also bearing rrI. Observing m, a predator refrains from at-

tacking the nontoxic mutant because it takes it to be toxic. This second
mutant also becOlnes selectively advantaged, in this case over other non-

k-bearing organislns without rrI. This mutant is called a mimic, and the
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action bywhich a n1in1ic "persuadesJl the predator that it has k and induces

it to respond accordingly, is called mimicry. The receiver of the signal, in
this exan1ple a predator, is often called a dupe (even though it may not be

duped all the time by the mimic). In zoology, Inimicry studies focus mostly

on the Inechanics of the second phase and on the population dynamics
among model, mimic, and dupe, which ensues froll1 it.

Camouflage can be conceptualized as a case of negative mimiC7y. There are

often signs that are likely to be interpreted by the signal receiver, rightly or

wrongly, as indicating not-k. Both an honest signaler with k who expects to

be unjustly perceived if he displays an m, and an opportunist non-k who is

afraid of being detected if he does, have a reason to calnouflage. That is,

they take steps not to show In. Calnouflaging can be considered as a special

case of mimicking, since the strategy of camouflaging non-k-ness by sup-

pressing 111is just that of mimicking k through displaying the notional sign
"no 7'11."

10.3 Cognitive Skills

In simple biological models, the only creature that needs some cognitive
ability is, paradoxically, the dupe. For in order to identify m and thus k

possessors, the dupe has to be bright enough to memorize m, to discrimi-

nate it froll1 other signs, and to associate nl with k. The relation between

1110deland dupe, more precisely between k and m in the mind of the dupe,
must precede the 111ilnicryof k through m.

For mimicry to succeed, the dupe nlust thus be smart, although not so .

smart as to detect the mill1icry. If a species becomes too exposed to mim-

icry, however, the dupe's survival may be threatened. As mimics multiply,

one of the dupe's possible evolutionary responses lies in refining its per-

ceptive abilities, either by screening more identifying signs, including some
that the model displays but the Inimic does not, or by detecting the finer

differences between a genuine m and a copy of it. At the san1e time, one of

the model's possible responses is to evolve new signs that make it easier for

the dupe to discrill1inate m and for rnodel-dupe communication to con-

tinue to be viable. Mill1icry thus exerts pressure on both the selection of

Inore refined perceptive skills and on increasing diversification of perceiv-
able traits. 1vfinlicry is a force of evolution, the full extent of which is still to
be established.

Unlike other species, hurnans can count on greater cognitive skills,
which n1ake them able both to pertornl mimicry and to defend themselves
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from it, intentionally and strategically. We can learn how to n1imic with-

out waiting for a lucky mutation. We can observe the relation between
model and dupe, record how the latter responds to the former, and decide
whether the same response would be beneficial for us. As would-be Inimics

we have the ability to work out by which m a dupe identifies a model and

to devise ways to copy it and persuade a dupe to treat us as it would treat

the genuine k possessor. We can exploit, not just the perceptive abilities of

the dupe, but also the contingent constraints under which the dupe's per-

ception operates and the medium through which it occurs. It is easier to pass
as someone else in the dark or over the telephone.

Both models and dupes of course can also participate intelligently in

mimicry situations. They can fight, together or separately, to protect thenl-

selves from mimics, and mimics can fight back. AITIOnghumans, the relent-

less struggle between mimics and their victims is not played out through

natural selection, but through cultural and technological evolution. What

the three protagonists ahn to do and how, depends on their goals and the
relations among theIn, which give rise to a variety of mimicry systems,

some of which I mention later. What they can do depends .on the nature of

the signs they display, about which I will also say something later, as well
as on the technology available for creating and manipulating signs, about

which I will not say anything here.

lOA Signs and Signals

The difference between signs and signals, which is unimportant. for the
"unconscious mimicry" .of other species, becomes relevant when inten-

tionality can govern communication. A sign is just a piece of perceptible
evidence that informs a receiver that a state of affairs exists. A sign, unlike a

signal, is not conveyed as the result of a decision. A sign is unintentionally

emitted by an agent even if, like a signal, it can induce a certain response in
another agent. My accent in Italian is a sign that I aITIfrom Piemonte, but

only sometimes is it a signal that I deliberately use. In spite of the difference

between them, signs can turn into signals and, once established, signals

may live on as mere signs. Signs are dormant potential signals-the raw

ma terial of signals.
The basic form of sign-signal transformation is that a signaler takes steps

to produce or display a preexisting sign. It is often taken for granted that

signs are noticed, but this is not always the case. A dueling scar may not be

on the face, but on the thigh or chest. One way of signaling is to take steps
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to make apparent a sign that would not be observed; to bare the chest to

display a tattoo to signal, say, that one belongs to Yakuza, the Japanese
Mafia.

One trigger of the transformation of signs into signals is the bearer's
realization of their effect. I n1ay be unaware that Iny accent or name is

informing others of my ethnic identity until some observer acts in a way

that Inakes Ine aware of this. Qualities of the signaler valued by the receiver

trigger the mutation of signs into signals, while qualities of the signaler

disliked by the receiver trigger measures to conceal the signs.

10.5 Signaling and Mimicking via Identity.

HUInans can deceitfully pretend to possess an unobservable property k,

e.g., honesty or meekness, by adopting an m that is associated with k, e.g.,

looking people in the eyes to persuade them of one's honesty. Or they can

feign certain dispositions-curiosity, exciten1ent-or physical and elno-

tional states-headaches, grief, orgasm-by imitating the looks, postures,

words, or level of activity directly associated with these state$. The model in

these cases is not a specific agent or group of agents, but a generic state and
its manifestations. This is not, however, the type of deceptive Inimicry that
concerns n1e here.

A great deal of hUlnan signaling takes place indirectly by signaling one's

identity both as a specific individual and as a Inember of a group or cate-

gory.2 After we encounter an individual or group member and experience

dealing with them, we form and retain an idea of whether this person or
group has or lacks the k property that interests us. Identity signaling en-

ables the signaler to exploit (or suffer from) a reputation.3 In identity sig-

naling, instead of using a two-layered inferential structure (In ~ k), we use a
three-layered structure, g ~ i ~ k, where, i denotes identity and g denotes a

sign of identity, or signature. If persons or group members are re-identifiable
by some signature, the next tiIne we meet theln we infer the presence or
absence of k.

The re-identification of a signature, however, can itself be problematic.

This is because frequently the fact that someone has a certain reputation

.',
j

1

o'

2. For a full description of identity signaling in connection with signaling theory, see

Ba<;harach (1997) and Bacharach and Gambetta (2001).

3. This in turn exploits two beliefs in "trait laws" that we have about others. For

individuals it exploits the belief that once a k always ak, and for groups it exploits

the belief that if a member of a group has k, all other members also will have k. For a

discussion of this point, see Bacharach and Gambetta (2001).
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is an unobservable property of that person. For exalnple, Armani has a

reputation for selling well-designed clothes, but to exploit this reputation,

the seller must convince customers that he is Armani. Islamic jihad has a

reputation for carrying out its threats against hostages, but to exploit this

reputation a group of kidnappers must convince governlnents that they
belong to Islamic jihad. When a model signals his qualities via his identity,

the threat of mimicry of k through m is replaced by the threat of lllinlicry

of i through g. Much of human deceptive mimicry does precisely that; it
exploits signaling via identity, and my interest is in this case.4

10.6 Mimicry and Imitation

The core cognitive dispositions that we have to imitate others generally,

and which we deploy and develop from infancy, might be the same we use

to mimic others as adults, and, more surprisingly, the same that we employ

to protect ourselves from the mistaken identification and the mirnicry of
others.5 "One of the psychological functions that early imitation subserves

is to identify people. Infants use nonverbal behavior of people as an iden-

;'

4. There is a type of nondeceptive identity mimicry worth mentioning, known as
Mullerian mimicry after Fritz Muller, who discovered it in 1878: "Two or more

equally uneatable species that look alike benefit from less predation each than if

they looked different" (Pasteur, 1982, p. 193). Both species more efficiently convey
true information to receivers. Signalers gain by sharing the same signature because

receivers learn more quickly. It is a case of signal standardization. If red means "stop"
everywhere, receivers learn faster and make fewer mistakes. Everyone gains. In the. .

original example, both species act as mimic and model of each other and converge

on a common signature by progressive mutual adjustments. Real gangsters and movie
gangsters who mimic one another (Gambetta, 2005, ch. 4) are a human example of

this type. They have something in common; they both make money by making

people afraid arid gain by converging on the same identification signs of a scary rep-

utation. Other examples, however, are sequential. First an agent dons rn, then an-

other with the same property chooses to don rn also. The adoption of gothic-style
Oxbridge architecture by American universities is one such case; the standard attire

of businessmen and women all over the world may be another. Note, however, that

the nondeceptive variety of mimicry often joins the deceptive variety: "A species B

can be equally uneatable as species A for a given predator, and much easier to eat

for another predator. If the two species look alike, B will be a Mullerian model-mimic

for the first predator and a Batesian mimic for the second. In fact the very existence

of the pure Mullerian situation in nature has been at least once doubted" (Pasteur,

1982, pp. 193-194).

5. I am grateful to Andrew Meltzoff for bringing this link to my attention.
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tifier of who they are and use imitation as a means of verifying this iden-
tity" (Meltzoff & Moore, 1992, p. 479). "Infants re-enact the behavior of an

adult in part to test the identity of the adult and differentiate them from

other particular ones" (Meltzoff & Moore, 1995, p. 55). "By 6 weeks of age,

distinctive hmnan behaviors serve as gestural signatures, aiding the infant to

differentiate individuals within the general class of people: to distinguish

one individual from another and to re-identify [a] particular individual on

subsequent encounters" (Meltzoff & Moore, 1995, p. 58).

In spite of that cognitive link and even though mimicry and mimicking
are often treated as synonymous with imitation, the notion of Inimicry is
not coextensive with that of in1itation. What is milnicked is a k or an i, an

unobservable property of the model that the mimic does not possess. What
is imitated is an m or a g, a perceivable object or behavior, associated with k

or with the identity i of a k possessor. Mimicry is an act aimed at persua-

sion, which the Inimic executes by copying or somehow displaying those

features of the lTIodel that can persuade the dupe of the mimic's k,ness.

To understand how the two concepts differ, consider that Inimicry can

simply rely on lying, which is not an act of iInitation. If I reply "yes" to the
question, "Are you Napoleon?" I a111not iInitating Napoleon, but aIn still

trying to mimic being Napoleon. Also, 111imicry does not always require
an i111itative effort on the part of IniInic. Lucky mimics can exploit pre-

existing signs that they happen to share with 1110dels.All they need to do is

to display them and refrain frOln correcting the dupe's mistaken identifica-
tion. A friend who has the salne surname as a well-known mobster used to

get prderential treatInent in hotels and restaurants because people assumed
she was a Inember of the mobster's family. Instances of this kind occur

when the signs of identity do not uniquely identify a person or group.
Still, very often mimics execute mimicry by imitating g. Imitation is

achieved through a variety of techniques-from wearing the n10del's ap-

parel to undergoing plastic surgery; fIOln using make up to imitating body
movements, from faking or forging signs to stealing theln. If I mimic a de-

vout person by wearing a skullcap, I do not fake the skullcap, I can just buy

one and put it on. If, however, I Ininlic a rich man by wearing what looks
like but is not a genuine Rolex watch, then I employ fakery to execute

mimicry. If I write your name on a check so that it is assmned to be yours, I

forge sOlnething to execute Inimicry. The choice of imitative technique
depends on the nature of the relevant signs, and, as we will see later, on the

cost of reproducing theITI.

There are, however, differences between the type of iInitative actions

that involve learning new or better practices fro111the example of others,
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and the type of imitative actions that sustain mimicry. When by imitat-

ing SOlneone a person learns how to improve his performance of SO111e-

thing, the higher-quality action that the model performs and that the

imitator copies could in principle be discovered by the iInitator through
other means, e.g., by trial and error. The ways in which an action can be

performed has an objective distribution of quality, and one can move up-

ward independently of the model's performance. The model simply offers

the imitator an opportunity to move up more cheaply by imitation.

In mimicry episodes, by contrast, the model is not of contingent rele-

vance. The relation between the model and the dupe defines what g is to be
imitated by the mimic. If a rapist wants to imitate a cab driver to lure

women into his car, the signs that he needs to copy are those that real cab

drivers use to identify themselves and that passengers look for. To be suc-

cessful, mimicry-driven imitation needs to be only as precise as the dupe's
psychology demands. There is no such thing as an abstractly good or a bad

imitation of g.6 The quality of the imitation is in the eyes of the dupe. If a
I

dupe decides on the basis of the model's contour that it is the model,

copying that contour is sufficient for an act of mimicry to succeed.

10.7 Studying Mimicry: I. Signaling Theory

The best, perhaps the only candidate to serve as a general theory of decep-

tive mimicry is the theory of signaling games. It is a well-developed part

of game theory, and the understanding of such games, as developed both

in biology and in economics, can provide general predictions about the
conditions under which 'mimicry can occur and how much of it we can

expect. 7

The main objective of the theory is to specify the equilibrium con-

ditions in which truth is perfectly transmitted, even when the signalers

6. Mimicking that looks to us-members of a species gifted with but also bound by

given perceptual abilities-as relying on good or poor resemblance, may fail or suc-

ceed with the intended dupe. The tendency to overlook this point seems to be the
reason humans have been generally more alert to mimicry among invertebrates than

among vertebrates. Since human perception is closer to the latter than to the former,

we have underestimated the duping potency that rough copies can have in eyes dif-

ferent from ours; correspondingly, we have overestimated the duping potency of,

say, insects with which we share little perceptual wiring.

7. For signaling theory, see A. Spence (1974), A. Zahavi and Zahavi (1997), and

Bacharach and Gambetta (2001). Game theory textbooks normally carry a technical

illustration of a signaling game, e.g., Fudenberg and Tirole (1992, pp. 446-460).
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have an interest in deception. The main condition is that anlong the pos-
sible signals there is at least one that is cheap enough to emit, relative to

the benefit, for signalers who have k, but costly enough to emit, relative to
the benefit, for the would-be mimics who do not have k. If the cost rela-

tionships are such that all and only ks can afford to emit that signal, the

equilibriUln in which they do so is called separating or sorting. In such

an equilibrium, signals are unambiguous, and the receiver is perfectly

infonned. When signals have such a perfect discriminating property, mim-
icry cannot occur, for no mimic can afford it. No poisoner seeks to demon-

strate his honesty by drinking from the poisoned cup.
However, the differential cost condition Inay also give rise to weaker

equilibria, so-called "senlisorting" ones. In a seInisorting equilibrium, there
is a signal that is emitted by all ks, but not only by ks; a certain proportion

of non-ks can just about afford to emit it also. Here, observing that signal is

not conclusive evidence of truth; it makes it more likely that the signaler

has k but does not imply that he does. Nfinlicry is possible. The higher the

frequency of mimicry, that is, the proportion of non-ks who display a sig-
nal, the less conclusive is the evidence. EInpiricallY' we know that Inost

cases of signaling in aniInallife are not sorting but only seInisorting equi-
libria (Guilford & Dawkins, 1991). The same appears true of human life.

We seldon1 encounter such a thing as a fully mimic-proof signal. Virtually

everyone who boards a plane gives a sign, most of the times unthinkingly,
that he is not intending to cause it to crash. But as we know only too well

froln recent events, some terrorists Inay be prepared to do just that and
can afford to mimic a normal passenger by boarding. They drink from the

poisoned cup.

10.8 Studying Mimicry: 11.Semiotic Distinctions

Signaling theory is abstract and does not arm us with the fine tentacles we

need to grasp and organize the large variety of signs that can be emitted

and processed. There is scope in humans for creating new signs, for dis-

covering latent ones, and for protecting signs from mimics. Protective
measures are in turn threatened by mimics' stratagems to get around them,

giving rise to a relentless semiotic warfare in which technology plays a

Inajor part. This warfare depends on the nature of the relevant signs, which
establish whether and how miInics can imitate them.

Despite lacking a concrete semiotic structure, signaling theory offers us a
robust criterion by which to establish such a structure and classify signs.

This criterion is simply how closely different types of signs meet the key
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condition of the theory-the existence of differential costs, which make it

cheaper for a model than for a mimic to emit the model's signatures. In the.
following sections I summarize the results of our work on "semiotic" defi-
nitions of signs (Bacharach & Gambetta, 2001).

10.8.1 Cues

A cue of k is a sign whose display is costless for k possessors.8 An example is

an honest look for an honest person, or, in identity signaling, one's hand-

writing or voice.9 The cost of showing that it is you, if it is you, is generally

negligible. Cues tend to be favorable to models and unfavorable to mimics,
for mimics will typically incur some cost in displaying them. Evolution has

equipped us with many cues that are naturally protected from miInicry.

These Inay be categorial, such as signs of gender, or individual, such as the

face. Cues of this kind are often costly, sometimes impossible, to mimic.
Sonle, like the face, could have evolved, together with our renlarkable abil-

ity to discriminate among different faces, because they sustain cooperation

by making identity signaling cheap and Inimic-proof. A look-alike cah suc-

ceed under certain conditions to pass as someone else-for example,

appearing only at a distance or filtered by flattening media such as pho-

tography, or by carefully choosing dupes with a dim recollection of the
model's face. Still, reproducing someone else's face well enough to stand

scrutiny is close to iInpossible.

Other biological cues of identity, SOll1e of which are still being dis-

covered, may have evolved for reasons unrelated to cooperation, Of may be

just randonl individual differences that become observable with the right
technology. Insofar as they are heteronymous-each signature differs frOln

all other signatures of the same type, avoiding the possibility of mistaken

identity-these signatures can be employed for re-identification. Finger-

prints and DNA are both unique to individuals. At best one can cover one's

fingerprints with super glue but cannot implant someone else's fingerprints
or DNA (so far).

8. It is the marginal cost of display, which is zero, not necessarily the historic cost of

developing the capacity to display it.
9. This sense of flcue" resembles Hauser's (1996). Although k possessors who display

an 111may do so as a signal of k, they may also display 111for some other reason, and

indeed in some cases without any purpose. Rich people often wear expensive clothes

with no thought of conveying anything about their wealth, but merely to make a

bella figum; they give evidence of their wealth as an unintended by-product. In such
cases 111is a cue of k even though it is costly to produce, because it is not a costly

input into the activity of inducing a belief in k-ness.
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10.8.2 Marks

The next best mimic-proof signs after cues are marks acquired as by-
products of the life that each individual lives. As people grow up in given

cultural settings, they absorb social features such as language, accent, and

mannerisms, or undergo common experiences that cannot be acquired in
any other way and are therefore mimic-proof. Ethnic signatures are often

of this kind. They come at no extra cost to those who have had the experi-

ences, while they are very costly for anyone else to copy.

During World War 1I many Polish Jews considered passing thelllselves
off as Polish Christians to save their lives. This was hard to do, however.

The lllodels could easily detect thelll and turn the mimics over to the Nazi

dupes. Nechalna Tec located 308 Polish Jews who either considered or tried

that strategy:

[A] Jew had to sound and behave like a Pole. For most Polish Jews this was im-

possible. Poles and Jews lived apart, in different world. Their differences permeated
I

all aspects of life According to a 1931 census only 12% of the Jewish population

gave Polish as their native tongue, 9% mentioned Hebrew and the overwhelming

majority Yiddish (79%). . . . Jews using the language in a grammatitally correct way

could still be recognized by their speech. Special phrases or expressions, even if

grammatically sound, could be traced to the Jewish origins of the speaker. . . . In ad-

dition special intonations, a stress on special syllables could also become identifying

sigrls. And while most of the Jews were unaware of their peculiar use of the language,

the listening Poles were sensitive to all such nuances. . . . Another pressing condition
was familiarity with the Catholic religion. . . . Those suspected of being Jewish were

subjected to cross-examinations. Failure to pass such tests often led to death. In ad-

dition the existing cultural differences managed to penetrate into all aspects of life
including dressing, eating and drinking habits. Thus, for example, onion and garlic

were defined as Jewish foods. It was therefore safer to profess a dislike for each. Also,

any man unable to hold hard liquor could be suspected of being Jewish. (Tee, 1984,

p. 116)

This case shows how mimicking membership in a different ethnic group
is connected as much with the difficulty of mimicking the signs of another

group as with that of camouflaging those of one's own. It also shows that

ethnic groups with a long con1mon history are robust to minlicry because
they are identified by a constellation of signatures. A mimic must concoct

a large number of iInitative acts to succeed. Yet, although estimates vary

'widely, thousands of Jews succeeded in saving their lives by lnimicry

(women seemed to be more successful than men, partly because they bore
fewer marks of IIJewishness" than most men did; see Weitzman, 1999,

ch. 11).
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10.8.3 Symbolic Signs

Art Spiegelman reports that during the German occupation of Poland, his

father used to travel to town by tram. Trams had two cars: "One was only
Germans and officials. The second, it was only the Poles. He always went

straight to the official car" where a simple salute, "Heil Hitler," was enough
not to call attention, whereas "in the Polish car they could smell if a Polish

Jew came in" (Spiegelman, 1991, p. 142). It was harder for a Jew to mimic

the nuanced multiple signs of a Polish gentile than the fewer superficial
signs of a pro- NazL

Nazi signs are not marks but sYlnbols. These are configurations of char-

acters or gestures, however physically realized, exemplified by nalnes,

logos, and Nazi salutes. What makes them open to mimicry is that among
the physical realizations there are usually some that are very cheap for

anyone, non-ks included, to produce. The efficient production cost of a

Nazi salute is zero. Symbolic signs are attractive for signalers because they

are cheap, but since they violate the cost differential condition, their evi-

dential value is weak. The expansion of the scope for ultra-cheap transmis-

sion of symbol strings is indeed a lnajor cause of the growth of lllilnicry in
our time. Symbolic signatures, individual or categorial, abound, and are

vulnerable to milllics.However, the cost of producing a signature may not

be the only cost of displaying it. Even though the cost condition fails to be

satisfied on the production side, there are ways in other respects in which

lnodels and dupes can often raise the cost of miInicry.lO

10. "Stealing somebody's ~dentity is to be made a specific criminal offence under

plans to combat the growing fraud industIy now believed to cost Britons at least
£1.2bn a year A recent Cabinet Office report said that the move to internet and

telephone transactions meant that existing systems of identification and authenti-

cation were no longer sufficiently robust. A passport could not be verified online

and criminals were increasingly hijacking somebody else's identity, for example by

obtaining a credit card in their name. The government is considering ways of making

it much harder to obtain a driving license or passport by deception, by improving
the security of the documents. The passport service is looking at issuing a plastic

card using a microchip alongside the current passport book. The consultation paper
will also outline a scheme to set up a database of 'stolen identities' so that electronic

checks can be carried out online. Home Office ministers want to set up a police

database of known and suspected fraudsters against which applications for govern-

ment services could be cross-checked the home secretary, David Blunkett, has

made clear his support for the introduction of a 'citizenship entitlement card', saying

it would enable people to prove their identity more easily and also provide a simple

way to access a range of public services" (The Guardian, "Plan to make identity theft a
criminal offence", p. 2. May 6, 2002).
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10.8.4 Fakeable Signs

A second important category of signs exposed to IniInicry occurs when the

signature is an object that can be faked. If g is a sign, by definition the re-
ceiver can tell by looking (smelling, hearing) whether the signaler is dis-

playing a g of i. But if a thing can be faked, then ipso facto the receiver

cannot tell whether what is displayed is really g. A fakeable object is one

that can be simulated by another, a g'. For faking to be successful, the

mimic must cause an observer to mistake g' for g. An important class of

cases in which lllimicry by faking occurs is that in which displaying a real g

is harder than faking it. If you prove that you are who you are, then you are
given a passport. To obtain a passport, a mimic could try to pass as you. But

for someone who is not you, proving to be you is often costlier than forg-

ing the passport. Displaying g is prohibitively costly for a non-k; displaying

a fake g' is not, because k possessors have no particular advantage in pro-

ducing g', the manifest component of g.

10.9 Studying Mimicry: Ill. Mimicry Systems

The key principle of signaling theory and the semiotic distinctions derived
from it are essential elelnents in understanding how nlinlicry works. How-

e~er, even in the simplest miInicry episode, these elements come together
in a triangular structure in which the dupe, the milnic, and the model in-

teract in some way. These structures or mimiC7Ysystems are the proper unit

of analysis for this phenoll1enon. The 1110Stexhaustive taxonomy of mim-

icry systems created in biology is the work of Pasteur (1982), who explicitly
refers to "unconscious mimicry" only. Pasteur distinguishes mainly be-

tween models that are agreeable, forbidding, or indifferent to the dupe, and

further, between aggressive and protective milnicry.
No taxonomic work has been attempted for "conscious" human Ininl-

icry. The distinctions one draws ultimately depend on one's analytical
Inodels and what these aim to explain. Still, a heuristic taxonomy Inight

indeed be a precondition for investigating the large class of mimicry events.

Here I offer a preliminary description of two important systems and a vari-
ant of one of thelll. It is merely meant to illustrate the kind of work that
would be needed to classify Inimicry and the kind of dynalnic analysis that

could be pursued by building on a classification of milnicry systelns. }VIy

main criterion of distinction is simply the most general relationship be-

tween the three protagonists: who is doing what to whOln.

All examples refer to conju71ctmimicry cases (so called by Vane Wright

and quoted in Pasteur, 1982), in which the three protagonists belong to the

same species, ours. I also confine myself to cases in which the model is an-
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other human or group of humans rather than an inanimate entity. Woody
AlIen's suggested method of civil disobedience, "pretend to be an artichoke
but punching people as they pass" (AlIen, 1994, p. 72), will therefore not

be considered here. Finally, I do not consider impersonation and consider

only cases in which the model is a group or category of agents rather than
an individual. The mimic, by contrast, whether he mimics an individual

or a melnber of a group, is almost always an individual whose act of mim-

icry does not depend on others. There are cases, however, of so-called
joint mimicry, in which succeeding in the mimicry takes more than one

individual-passing as lovers, as wrestlers, or as an entire betting office

requires two or more mimics.

10.9.1 Mimic versus Dupe via the Model

This systeln, probably the Inost common, includes those instances in
which the Inimic has no dispute with the model, but uses the model's

semblance to manipulate the dupe. The milnic does not ailll at dalnaging

the model's interest. The mimic ahns either to prevent the dupe from doing

something harn1ful to him (defensive case) or to encourage the dupe to do

something good for hin1 (aggressive case), when the dupe would act other-
wise if he knew that the lnimic was a mimic. If successful, the Inhnic gains,

the dupe loses, and the model at best gains nothing; more often it loses
sOInething.ll

After the assassination of Rajiv Ghandi, Sikh taxi drivers took off theit

turbans to look like Hindus and avoid being slaughtered by them (even

though the Tamil Tigers, not Sikhs, were probably responsible for the as-
sassination). Hindu taxi drivers did not lose anything as a result of being

mimicked. However, typically the Inodel does lose by being lllimicked.

There are two ways in which a model can lose. In one case it can lose if
the allocation of a resource is altered as a result of a mimic's actions,' and

in the other case by the corruption of the quality of cOlnmunication be-

tween the Inodel and the dupe.
First, if a resource becon1es scarcer because of mimicry, the dupe loses

and as a result he may change his actions toward the 1110del,even if the

dupe is not aware of the mi 111icry. If the mimics nlultiply, a "starved"

11. An instance of this case is the most common, or at least the most commonly

studied, form of mimicry in animals, known as Batesian mimicry. The name derives

from Henry Bates, who discovered it in 1861 (in fact he discussed many other vari-

ants, but this is the one that bears his name). It is a type of protective categorial

mimicry in which one species takes on the appearance of another species that the

dupes find repulsive, because, say, it is nasty-tasting or poisonous.
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duped predator, for instance, may lower his tastes and begin to "eat" semi-

toxic prey. Or he may turn nastier and attack all models, true or mimicked,

with greater frequency to find out their real quality, albeit at a greater risk.
If everyone in a dangerous city looks menacingly tough, whether they are
or not, muggers may start attacking people indiscriminately. The real model

tough guys lose out since they are Inore likely to be attacked. This effect can

be caused by both protective and aggressive mimicry. If there is some scarce

resource that a dupe bestows on the Inimic instead of the model, the model

suffers by getting less of it. If one buys counterfeited goods, one will not

buy the real thing, and genuine producers suffer.

Consider now the second way in which model can lose. Suppose a

dupe finds out that there are Inimics around. The dupe becomes wary of

the model's signatures and loses trust in them. The signatures become cor-

rupt and stop sorting for the same beneficial effect. When the model and

the dupe benefit from an on-going relation, Inill1icry inflicts new costs on
both of them, for the dupe becOlnes less inclined to accept the _same old

signatures as evidence of the model's identity. Following the robbery in

which a criIninal posed as a UPS delivery man in New York"a real UPS man
interviewed on television put it starkly: "This is real bad for people are not

gonna believe us now, they are not going to believe me now." After 9/11,

all air passengers lost because now they have to endure more elaborate

probing of their identity. To avoid detectionl the terrorists took deliberate

steps to look like nonnal passengers, shaving their beards, carrying pres-
ents, and wearing business suits and apparel. Suddenly all those signs that

we previously did not even think about have become of lesser use. Mimicry
tends to destroy the value of a model's signatures.

Notice that as a result of mimicry, corrupt signals lose their value not just

for the models but also for the additional mimics. In theory this dynamics

must reach a semisorting equilibrium in which for an extra milnic it is

no longer worth the milnicry, given the benefit, while for a model it still

is advantageous to elnit the signal, even though this is now only weakly

selnisorting. This obtains if the cost of displaying m is higher for the mill1ic
than for the lllodel. However, the weakness of a corrupt signature can reach

a point at which the dupe and the 1110delmust endure additional costs to

improve the model's identity signals or their perception, in order to keep
their relation afloat. They can raise the hurdles that the mimic has to

jump by better policing or by introducing new hard-to-fake signatures.

They can do so independently of each other or cooperatively, for instance

by informing each other or by agreeing on new conventional signals that

are able to withstand the mimic's stratagems. Yet, mimicry can fatally cor-

rupt a signal and ll1ake it in1possible for a model to afford new convincing
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signs of his identity. Can an honest Middle Eastern man intent on beconl-

ing a pilot now find an affordable separating signal to persuade a D.S. flying
school of his bona fides?

10.9.2 Mimic versus Model via a Dupe (IIKennedian" Mimicry)

In this system, the mimic's ultinlate target is the model. The dupe here is
just a means. The mimic is in competition with the model for a scarce re-

source that the dupe can dispense. The mimic confuses the dupe, who then

dispenses his good to the minlic rather than to the model. The Kennedys,

after which this mimicry system should perhaps be named, resorted to this
ruse for electoral purposes:

To insure that Jack won the primary campaign [in 1946], ]oe paid ]oseph Russo, jan-

itor, to enter the race. This split the votes cast for Joe Russo, a legitimate politician
who was already on the ballot, confusing voters. . . . Even the aunt of the real candi-

date voted for the janitor, recalled ]oseph A. Russo, the real candidate's son. (Kessler,

1996, p. 293)

There are also cases of this systeln in which the lnodel is a coiporate

entity. In the early 1990s in Rumania, President Iliescu's party-the Na-

tional Salvation Front, which was then in power-feared they nlight lose

the election. They created bogus opposition parties that had names and
logos siInilar to those of the real opposition parties. Whether propelled by

imagination or by imitating the Kennedy ways of mimicking, they hoped

to confuse voters and divert their votes (T. Gallagher, 1996, pp. 155-156).

10.9.3 Mimic versus Dupe-Model

This type of mimicry systelll is a variant of the case in section 10.9.1, in
which the model and the dupe are the same agents. I say "agents" because

it is unlikely that anyone can pull off this type of miInicry with an indi-

vidual. If someone rings your doorbell claiIning to be you, you may think it

a nightmare or a farce, but are unlikely to be fooled. This is the stuff of lit-
erature or madness, a form of which has the insane person haunted by the

belief that there is a copy of hinlself around. In view of recent develop-

ments in cloning technology, this may turn out to be a rather prophetic
insanity, but it is not yet part of everyday life.

It is, however, possible to dupe collective models,12 posing,. say, as an

aristocrat among other aristocrats. To succeed at this, the nlinlic must

12. Here is ail example from the animal world: 1I1nNew Guinea, a dolichopodid fly

that visually mimics a psychodid species attracts males ,of this species by mimicking

the sexual behavior of a receptive female, and catches them while they are enthralled

in sexual display" (Pasteur, 1982, p. 188).
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overcOlne a detection nlechanisln that works against him-agents are
better at spotting a lnimic posing as their sort than a miInic of a different
sort. It is easier to pretend to be a Mafioso with non-Mafiosi than with the

real guys, or a bogus doctor with patients than with colleagues. Still, many

cases of this sort are recorded, and reveal 11limicry's subtle ways.
Gunter Wallraff (1985), a German journalist, posed as a Turk to find out

how badly Turkish immigrants were treated by Germans. He kept up his act

for months, not just with Germans, but with Turks too, although he could
barely speak Turkish. Crucial for his success was that no Genl1an, or Turk,

expected anyone to feel the urge to pass as a Turk in Germany, and they
did not bother to check on hiIn.13

There is another case in which the dupe did not expect miInicry, al-

though not quite for the same reason. Bryan Riggs (2002; La Stampa,

"Nazisti, ufficiali del Fuhrer ed ebrei," p. 10, December 3, 1996) has docu-

mented 1200 cases of Jews who disguised their ethnicity to fight in the
Gerlllan army during World War n. Alllong them he found two generals,

eight lieutenant generals, five major generals, and twenty-three -colonels.
One was Helnlut Schlnidt, the former Gennan chancellor, who had a

Jewish grandfather and according to the Nazi definition was"'Jewish." And

he found one Joseph Hamburger, who not only 11lanaged to hide the fact

that both his parents were Jewish, but "went native" and is still today a

Nazi sympathizer. Nazi dupes did not expect such chutzpah. It lnust have

been unthinkable to them that anyone could have the audacity to pull

off such a feat. There is a twist in the story though. Seventy-seven of the

1200 Nazi Jews, all of thenl high-ranking officers, were discovered by the
Nazi nazis, but Hitler ,hiInsel£ decided by fiat that they were Aryans, and
their genealogy was remanufactured accordingly. Maybe the model-dupe
could not bear to be the victinl of such spectacular duping. Shalne may

indeed be a frequent reason that prevents the duped from disclosing the

lninlicry. From these examples we learn that miInics can succeed when

they defy the dupe's expectations by engaging in a deception that is either

too odd or too daring for the dupe to conceive of it as probable enough to

probe the signals.

I could introduce further minlicry systems, as, for instance, the case in

which the lnodel and the mimic assist each other in fooling the dupe,

known as cooperative mimicry (the use of look-alikes, in which the model

hires a mimic to pass as hiInself, is an instance of this systeln,). However,

13. Given that in the end the research was meant to help the Turks, they may have

been quite glad to be "duped," unlike the Germans.
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for reasons of space, I prefer to give an example of the kind of dynamic
analysis that one can construct from the elementary mimicry systelns,

which shows how mimicry, failures can be as interesting as successes.
Consider the case in which several mimics unbeknown to each other, but

for the same purpose, simultaneously assume roles with the same Inodel-

dupe. G. K. Chesterton gives us the fictional classic case. In The Man Who

Was Thursday, Syme is a policelnan trying to infiltrate a group of anarchists

by posing as one of them. He is eventually elected as one of the seven
melnbers of the 11 Anarchist Council" who take the nan1e of the days of the

week. Syme becomes Thursday. He meets the other seven melnbers and
slowly, in a hilarious crescendo, he finds out that all other six members are

also policemen hidden under various disguises. They spy on each other,
only to discover that There never was any Supreme Anarchist Council. "We

are a lot of silly policemen looking at each other" Syme concludes (Ches-

terton, 1908, p. 156).
A real case happened during the campaign launched by Greenpeace

against McDonald's, which ended in a trial in 1997 in the United Kif.lgdom.
In 1989, McDonald's decided to take legal action against London Green-

peace. To do so,. the company needed to find out the names and addresses
of Greenpeace 111elnbers,and they hired two investigative finns. Seven spies

infiltrated the group. They followed people home, took letters sent to the

group, and got ,fully involved in the activities (including giving out anti-
McDonald's leaflets). According to the account of this activity, at some

London Greenpeace meetings there were as 111any spies as carnpaigners

present and since McDonald's didn't tell each investigative firm about the
other, the spies were bu~ily spying on each other (the court later heard how
Allan Claire had noted the behavior of Brian Bishop, another spy, as IISUS-

picious")J4 The mimics ended up duping each other.

10.10 Conclusions

Mimicry in other species was observed and conceptualized in the middle of

the nineteenth century by Henry Bates and other zoologists, and has been

studied ever since. Still, despite its ubiquity, hUlnan 111imicryhas not been

studied very much at all. Descriptions of countless acts of mimicry are nar-

rated in studies of crime, espionage, business, war, class, political conflict,

14. Fran Tiller, a spy, defected and eventually became a witness for the defense. An-

other spy (Michelle Hooker) had a 6-month love affair with one of the activists. The
source for this account can be found at www.mcspotlight.org/case/trial/story.html.
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gender, religious conversion, and ethnic assimilation. Classical mythology,
literature, fairy stories, and films thrive on mimicry episodes. Yet these

acts are not theorized and examined as instances of a generalized sui gen-
eris behavior worth studying as such, as, for instance, cooperation is.

The recognition of mimicry as a social phenomenon shows SOlne sign of
life in selniotics (e.g., Noth, 1990; Maran, 2001). Umberto Eco defined se-

miotics as the study of "everything that can be used in order to lie"; "a

'theory of the lie' "-he added-"should be taken as a pretty comprehen-

sive program for a general semiotics" (Eco, 1979, p. 7). This program, how-
ever, has relnained lettera morta, and semiotics is now an atheoretical field

that is strong on elaborate conceptualizations but weak on behavioral
models.

An exception is represented by the literature in economics that originates
from signaling theory, variously identified as "asyn11netric information,"
"screening," or "incentive cOlnpatibility." It deals with the cost-benefit

differential conditions that can Inake it ilnpossible or nearly so Jor a dis-
honest signaler to cheat, and with the policies a rational receiver needs to

implelnent to make sure that these conditions obtain. Alt1:°ugh the tern1
"mimicry" has not been used-a n10re con11110ntenn is "dishonest sig-
nals" -and the range covered by this literature concerns forms of decep-
tion other than miInicry, several applications can be effortlessly classified as
a study of the conditions under which miInicry can, and above all cannot
occur. Unlike the literature in sen1iotics, the behavioral fundamentals are

here clear, robust, and generalizable.
Still, much remains to be done. For instance, the standard version of

the theory includes only the production costs of signals rather than also
the display and protection costs of the111,which are so often involved in

n1i1nicry and its detection. It also does not cover identity signaling (and a
consequence of this is that 1110SteconOlnic models of reputation are obliv-

ious to the nlimicry threat and treat re-identification as unproblematic).

These issues are only briefly addressed in this essay. As for the enlpiri-
cal side, the econOlnic applications confine the111selves, naturally enough,

mostly to business-related instances, whereas mimicry, as my exarnples

suggest, occurs in a much broader range of dO111ains.The theory's potential
for novel applications to these other dOlnains is vast, but in order to be

effectively developed, it needs, as I argue, to be supported both by semiotic

distinctions and by a taxonOlny of mi1nicry systems, of the kind sun1marily
sketched in this essay.

Finally, the economics literature has focused 1110reon the honest rather

than on the dishonest signals, and on separating rather than weaker equi-
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libria.15 As a result, mimics and the myriad strategies that they elnploy,
while understood in their broad outline, have relnained in the shadow, for

if the incentives work against them, mimics do not have a chance and we
do not need to bother with them. Yet, when one leaves the abstractions of

modeling and delves into the wealth of empirical instances, one discovers

that in real life the separating equilibria that screen mimicry out entirely, or

nearly so, are not so frequent or stable. Often mimics succeed, and even

if they fail, they can do so in interesting ways. NIin1ics' strategies are thus

well worth a systematic empirical examination that compares them across

different domains, and this can have an effect on the theory itself. For

in so doing we are most likely to uncover other social and psychological

mechanislns that govern the acts of the protagonists, and which cannot

be subsun1ed by rationality alone, but to be properly understood require

theoretical injections other than signaling theory. As was the case in the

recent past for the study of trust, which was also an undertheorized and

underresearched notion until the 19805, the study of Inin1icry has the ca-

pacity to develop into a proper interdisciplinary field, and Iny predis:tion is
that it will.16
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